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Namaste
“The divine light in me bows to
the divine light in you.”

ONE
Goodbye

It is absolutely, positively true that a boy and
a girl can be best friends, so long as they share
similar interests and enjoy being together.
This was true of Ellen Hansen and me, best friends
since the age of six without a single fight, not even over
who’d get the last slice of veggie pizza. Friends had warned
us that our friendship would never last. Too different, they
said. Well, opposites attract, right?
Now as we celebrated Ellen’s twelfth birthday at her
house in Naples, Florida, a thunderstorm outside her
bedroom window stomped the streets like a million
marching hippos, but we didn’t care. Ellen’s dad was on his
way home, and we were all going to the shelter to adopt
a dog, one that Ellen and I could raise together. That was
present number one.
While we waited, we read up on present number two:
a weekend trip to the Everglades, a gift from my parents.
We’d already spent several hours talking about it, not to
mention researching the ecosystems, the animals we’d see,
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even fables and legends like Yaha the ghost, who could
talk to animals when he’d been alive.
Ellen’s computer bleeped. “Ocean! An e-card from
my dad!”
She clicked on the animated card, and Chihuahuas—
with the faces of our parents, Ellen, and me—rapped
a birthday song. We laughed, and to make Ellen laugh
harder, I sang and danced along in a wacky way.
Once the video ended, Mr. Hansen appeared on the
screen.
“Happy birthday, princess. I want to thank you for
being the kindest and sweetest daughter ever. I’m so
proud of you, and I look forward to all the wonderful
things you’ll do with your life. I sent this card so it’ll arrive
in your inbox at the same time I’ll be home. See you soon,
princess. Love you forever! Big kiss!”
I grinned. “Your dad’s the best.”
“He’s my hero.”
Before we could say anything else, we heard the
strangest wail coming from Ellen’s mom downstairs.
It sounded like Hades was dragging her body into the
underworld.
I held my breath, unsure of what to do. The only other
sound was the rain pressure washing the windows.
“Ellen!” Mrs. Hansen cried out.
Rushing to get downstairs, Ellen knocked over her
empty lemonade glass, which shattered on the floor. As
I reached for the broken pieces, the pink desk lamp that
2
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Mr. Hansen had given Ellen a few years ago flickered
before turning off. I quickly dumped the shards of glass
into the wastebasket and raced downstairs.
Maybe her mom had to throw away the birthday
cake because she used salt instead of sugar. Maybe she
smashed the cake on herself because a gnat surprised her
by swooping up her nose. Or maybe she dropped the cake
because a cockroach freaked her out by playing footsy
with her toes. Three possibilities. Three things I’d done.
I found Ellen and her mom in the kitchen, holding
each other tightly, their eyes closed.
A pink-and-white-frosted cake sat in the middle of the
small table, and the smell of it filled the air. Pans and
baking utensils waited in the sink. The only thing out of
place was Mrs. Hansen’s cell phone on the floor. I picked
it up and placed it on the table.
“Hello. Is everything okay?” Obviously not. “Um,
what happened?” Better question maybe.
Ellen stayed motionless, her eyes squeezed shut.
“Ocean,” Mrs. Hansen said through her tears. “My
husband was in a car crash.” She sobbed. “He’s gone.”
What?
The rain stopped, and rays of light shone through the
window.
I stared at the light as though it had slapped me. Did
she mean he was dead?
I’d been with him and Ellen just yesterday, laughing
at the video I’d put together for her birthday. No way he
was gone.
3
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“We have to go to the hospital mortuary and contact
our family,” she said. “Please go home and tell your
parents. I’ll phone them tomorrow.”
“I’m . . . so sorry.” I couldn’t think clearly. Should I hug
them?
“Bye, Ocean,” Mrs. Hansen said.
“All right, bye.” I stepped toward the door. “Ellen, I’ll
call you later?”
“Okay,” she said without looking up.
I didn’t know what else to do, so I rode my bike home.
I felt empty, weird, as though a part of me had died and I
hadn’t said goodbye.
For the next five days, time didn’t exist. Dates changed
numbers, morning and night swapped places, and daily
routines spun in a blur.
But today was the funeral, and time got unstuck.
Mom knocked on my bedroom door and came in. “Did
you finish your sympathy card to Ellen?” She grabbed the
yellow tie off my bed.
“Not yet. Did you send the flowers?” I slipped on my
navy jacket.
“We delivered three beautiful vases to the church this
morning.” She wrapped the tie around my shirt collar and
tied it for me, then tucked it all under my jacket.
“Nice, thanks.”
4
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“You doing okay?” She stroked my hair while her eyes
misted. Mom had known tragedy. She’d tried to have
babies, but they died before they were born. So they
adopted me.
“Yeah, I’m okay.” I hugged her, never wanting to see
her hurt again.
The weird thing? I resembled my adoptive parents,
except my eyes weren’t green—they were closer to aqua
blue. They’d thought the name Ocean was fitting and
didn’t think pairing it with the last name River was dumb,
but the neighborhood bullies did. Ocean River. I liked it.
Dad poked his head into my bedroom. “How are you
doing?”
I released Mom and shrugged. “Fine.”
“It’s not too late to cry,” Dad said, walking in. “It’s
cleansing for the heart and mind.”
These past few days Dad kept telling me to let it all
out, but I couldn’t cry. I couldn’t feel anything. I couldn’t
believe I’d never see Mr. Hansen again. Saying goodbye at
a funeral seemed unreal.
Mom said, “Come down when you’re ready, darling.”
She and Dad left my room.
At my desk, I took out the photo album Ellen had
given me for my twelfth birthday a month ago. Its photos
spanned our six years of friendship from the first meeting
at the Conservancy of Southwest Florida to the day she
handed me this gift.
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I smiled at the first page, where Ellen had written:
A shy girl met a quirky boy, and their lives changed forever.
I loved that.
As I thumbed through the album, searching for a
photo to paste on the card, I found a silly picture of us
when we were nine years old with our heads together, our
eyes crossed, and our tongues out. I slipped that one into
my wallet.
Eventually I found a picture of Ellen, her parents, and
me using our fingers to lift the corners of our lips. Mr.
Hansen would always do that to us whenever we looked
sad, so I had started that joke in the picture.
I glued the photo on the outside of the card, and inside
I wrote: I’m so sorry he’s gone. I’ve been thinking of you and
your mom every day and praying that everyone is okay. I’m
here for you always. Love, Ocean.
I slid the card into my jacket pocket and stood up to
stretch my tired body, still wobbly from lack of sleep.
As I headed down the four flights of stairs inside our
sustainable tree house, I thought about Ellen.
We had chatted only briefly since her birthday. Her
voice sounded the same way she’d been in the kitchen that
day—lifeless, numb, and monotone. She didn’t say much
on the phone except that she was fine and busy with her
relatives.
Mom told me to give her some healing time with her
family. But I couldn’t wait to see her.
6
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I hoped the card would make her smile. If it didn’t, I’d
have to come up with another plan. Something hilarious,
for sure.

7

TWO
Kill Time

It was a glorious winter afternoon at a pond in
the Everglades, yet I couldn’t enjoy it with my
friends. Thoughts about the upcoming night
consumed me.
Soon animals would sneak out from their dens, silently
stalking through the ground or air. Built-in night goggles
and other sensing abilities made them perfect hunters.
Then violently they’d pounce on their prey, rip their
flesh apart, and savagely eat. I didn’t blame the carnivore
animals. It was part of their design, part of nature’s fragile
balance. Regardless, my nerves would snap when I’d
witness a killing.
I was an unusual alligator, and so predators wouldn’t
attack me, but that didn’t matter. It also didn’t matter
that my father, the king of the Everglades, owned all the
land. The only thing that mattered to me was to find
somewhere safe for the night, free from slaughter. Our last
site where we’d stayed safely for a few months had become
a panther’s hunting ground.
But what if we couldn’t find a new place in time?
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I exhaled deeply, trying to focus on my friends instead
of my worries.
“Gumbo, there’s some seaweed here you might like.”
Bix, a baby softshell turtle and one of my dear friends,
beckoned me to join him.
“No thanks, Bix. I already had some cattails and
pickerelweed.” Pickerelweed. Whenever I ate that plant,
whether or not its purple flowers had bloomed, I thought
of Mother. I’m so sorry. I’m sorry I couldn’t save you. I miss
you so much.
Asha, a wood stork and my best friend, waltzed toward
me from the pond’s bank. Etched at the top of her walking
stick was the om symbol. As she got closer, she shook her
wet feathers, drenched earlier when she’d stepped into the
depths.
Now inches from me, Asha gave me her unblinking
stare, mentally communicating her message. She knew I
was dwelling on the past again, thinking about Mother,
which always hurt. So we crouched down to meditate, to
clear our minds, to quiet our emotions, and to gain inner
strength.
After twenty minutes, my breathing steadied and my
core centered, so I chanted, “Om . . . Peace . . . Peace . . .
Peace . . .”
“Planning on doing yoga, then hiding for the night?”
The harsh voice splintering my calm energy came from
my brother Cyp. He’d arrived with our other brother,
Will, and one of their friends.
10
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I recovered to set Bix on my shoulder and help Asha to
her feet. We strolled away from the negative energy with
our heads held high.
“While we hunt tonight,” Cyp said, “Gumbo will
scurry around like a tiny, frightened lizard, hiding from
snakes and spiders.”
“He’s scared of critters?” Cyp’s friend sounded shocked.
Who wouldn’t be?
Cyp laughed. “He’s scared of anything that moves in
the Everglades!”
“Yeah,” Will said, “and he’s friends only with animals
we want to eat.”
“I’m a strong leader, while Gumbo’s a coward,” Cyp
bragged. “I’ll make sure my father honors me as the junior
king in a few months.”
Cyp wanted the crown, and he could have it. Not a
single alligator in the Everglades believed I could lead,
and they were right.
“You’d be powerful, Cyp,” Will said.
For some inexplicable reason, once we became
teenagers a year ago, Will stopped hanging out with me
and instead spent all his time with Cyp. I still wondered
what had changed his mind.
“What about his golden eyes?” their friend asked. “And
isn’t Gumbo the eldest?”
“The golden eyes are a myth. He’s neither the strongest
nor the fastest alligator in the Everglades. I am!” Cyp
11
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yelled. “And who cares if he’s older? We need a leader, not
a yogi wannabe.”
Now far enough away, I took in a deep, calming breath.
I loved my brothers. I didn’t want to fight them. Why
couldn’t they accept me for who I was?
My inner guide said, Forgive everything.
Every time someone hurt me, I forgave them.
“You haven’t forgiven if you’re still hurt,” Asha said.
I’d previously thought she could read my mind, but
the truth was, she just knew me too well.
I winked. “I’m a sensitive gator.”
She let out her squawking laugh, and on cue, nearby
trees rustled as birds fled her earsplitting voice. She
stopped abruptly and faced me again.
“That you are. If you believe it.” She flapped her damp
wings to dry them further, then sniffed her feathers and
shoved them against my nose. “Smell this.”
“Excuse me?”
“Dead weasel? Deer dung?”
Sneezing, I patted the wings back against her sides.
“You’re fine, Asha.”
“I think it smells like a rotten crawfish,” Bix said.
He always made me smile.
Asha always made me grow spiritually. I took a moment
to appreciate the intricate patterns and mesmerizing colors
of her bald head and slender neck. How could anyone eat
such an exquisite creature? If it weren’t for Father’s decree
12
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that alligators couldn’t kill my friends, Cyp and Will
would have devoured them long ago.
“Gumbo, you okay?” Bix tugged the mala beads
around my neck.
“I’m fine,” I said, not being perfectly honest. I wished
Father would tell my brothers to quit bothering me.
Instead, he’d just frown in my direction, expecting me to
fight back. How could I stop them when the thought of
bloodshed made me feel faint?
“Let’s start looking for a calming space for the evening,”
I said.
Asha gave a single nod.
Bix hugged my neck. “It’ll be quiet if you don’t scream
like you did last night.”
I erased the terrible image of the panther killing the
rabbit and concentrated on our search. We had only a
few hours to find a secure place before nighttime. Before
kill time.
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THREE
The End

By the time we arrived at the church, the only
seats left were in the back. In the front, Ellen
and Mrs. Hansen sat in the left section, right
corner, surrounded by their relatives. Standing flower
sprays edged both ends. Below the altar in the middle, a
ceramic urn rested on a pedestal next to three flower vases.
I quickly shifted my gaze to the right where a large
photo of Mr. Hansen leaned against an easel next to more
flowers. I wished he would show up and say this was all a
joke—a really bad joke.
A woman spoke to the Hansens for a minute, then
took her seat. I could do that too.
“Dad, can I give her my card now?”
“Just give it to her at the end.”
“I’ll be quick. I promise.”
He checked his cell phone. “Okay, you have ten
minutes before the service starts.”
I rose and maneuvered through a minefield of knees
and feet. Halfway along our row, I stepped on a man’s
giant black shoes. He jerked forward, bumping my head.
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“Sorry!” I whispered.
I floundered for balance and grabbed a girl’s blond
ponytail.
“Ouch!” The girl pulled at her hair.
“Sorry!” Letting the hair go, I fell onto the lap of a
heavyset woman who huffed and shooed me off. I
stumbled out and made my way around the back of the
nave, down the left aisle.
As I got closer to the front, I noticed Ellen wasn’t
crying. Everyone else appeared miserable except Ellen’s
grandfather, who sat there snoring.
Mr. Hansen wouldn’t like all their unhappy faces.
A few years ago when my betta fish died, Mr. Hansen
had said it was normal to feel sad, but after a while, I
should move on and be happy because my fish had gone
home to heaven. Ellen agreed with her dad, going on to
decorate a small box for his coffin. She gave a heartfelt
eulogy and reminded me how I saved his life when I’d
found him thrown away in the trash. Afterward, both
Ellen and Mr. Hansen made a point of spending time
with me until I felt better.
Maybe there was something I could do now to make
everyone feel happier.
Just as I was about to turn in to the Hansens’ pew, a
man and a woman cut in front of me. Not fair! I hurried
behind the couple and searched for an opening between
them, afraid I might lose my chance to speak to Ellen
before the service started.
16
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Not finding even the tiniest crack to squeeze through,
I moved farther to the left of the couple. Then a little
farther until suddenly, I found myself in the center aisle
with everyone staring at me. I pulled the corners of my
lips into a smile the way Mr. Hansen had always done. A
few faces lit up, and some people nodded. When I wavedanced and jiggled my right leg, more people grinned, so
that was good. I bet Mr. Hansen smiled from above. Then
I saw my parents rise slightly from their seats, frowning
and gesturing for me to stop, and that wasn’t good.
As I was moving back toward the couple, I tripped on
my loose shoelace, knocked against the pedestal—which
landed with a bang—but I caught the urn! Phew.
Off-balance, I couldn’t help tilting too far over the
other way, shuffling straight for Mr. Hansen’s photo.
Someone shouted, “Oh no!” as I body-slammed the
frame. It crashed to the floor. Glass cracked.
“Huh? What?” Ellen’s grandfather barked as he woke
up. “Where am I? Good thing I wore a diaper.”
I stopped myself from stumbling onto the photo but
leaned sideways too far and hobbled toward the flower
arrangements. The first vase got kicked, the other two
bumped and rolled. Water spilled. I began skating in place
on the slippery floor. The urn escaped from my hands.
Mrs. Hansen cried out, “My Cuddle Cakes!”
I grabbed the urn again.
It slipped again.
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“My Sugar Puff!”
I caught it and hugged it tight to my chest.
The skating stopped, but the wet marble floor made
my feet spread, and I ended up in a split.
Whispers: “clumsy kid,” “childish,” “poor Mrs.
Hansen,” “feel so bad for them,” echoed around the
church. It went on and on, invisible arrows aimed straight
to the bull’s-eye: crazy, stupid me.
I set the urn down and managed to push myself up.
Right away I glanced at Ellen. With her arms pressed
tight to her sides, her eyebrows squished together, and
her eyes and lips mere slits—she was furious.
“Sorry,” I mumbled.
Ellen continued to scowl while Mrs. Hansen took in
the destruction, hands to her face, head shaking.
Totally embarrassed, I hurried out the nearest wooden
doors, shoelace flapping on the marble floor.
On the steps outside, I replayed the disaster in my
head. I’d goofed up big time. Super big. I’d ruined events
in the past but never something this important. Why
couldn’t I have been more careful, more patient? If I’d
waited to give Ellen my card after the service as Dad had
suggested, none of this would have happened.
How I wished I could go back in time for a do-over!
Behind me, the door opened.
Ellen.
“I’m so sorry. My shoelace. I—”
18
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“You’re too immature to be my friend anymore.” Her
tears were flowing now. “You know how much I loved
him. How much I’ll miss him. Yet you turned his funeral
into a joke like you do with everything. Just stay away
from me!” She stormed back inside.
Seeing her cry, it finally hit me. Mr. Hansen was dead.
The nice man who had been so kind, so funny, so full of
life and wisdom, was really gone. Poof! Just like that. We
would never, ever see him again for the rest of our lives.
Like one of those babies who couldn’t get their wails
out fast enough, I hiccup-cried. My parents rushed out of
the church and practically carried me to the car. I knew
they’d lecture me tomorrow, though not now while I was
hurting.
After Dad took the wheel, I got in the front by Mom,
hoping she’d console me. They both kept saying things
like, “It’ll be okay. Mr. Hansen is in heaven with God.”
And “Don’t worry, I’m sure the Hansens will forgive you.”
It didn’t help. I couldn’t stop crying. It was the end of
Mr. Hansen.
Eventually Mom cried too, which only made me cry
harder. Dad tried to soothe her, but his mouth quivered
funny as if his lips tickled, then he joined in the cryfest.
Mom and I stopped for a second to watch him because
he sounded so much like a roaring bear. And he kept
nodding and saying, “It’s cleansing. It’s cleansing.”
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FOUR
Swamp Thingy

Asha, Bix, and I hiked deeper into the swamp,
admiring the cypress trees with their buttressed
trunks often six feet wide. Their roots, called
cypress knees, stuck out of the water, surrounding them
like an army on guard. Red epiphytes burrowed in the
trees’ every nook, adding color to the brown-and-green
landscape.
Standing upright for a better vantage point, I inspected
the clear, shallow water. Finding nothing, I searched for
cozy places to sleep. Just beyond us, next to the cypress
swamp, an area appeared to be safe and quiet. I meditated
on that choice for a moment.
“Om—” Wait. I sensed something watching us. “Hold
on, Asha.”
I scanned the perimeter. I sniffed the windless air. Many
animals hid nearby: a fox squirrel, a barn owl, a leopard
frog, a tricolored heron, and—a Burmese python! Where
was he? I checked the ground, the trees, the shrubs—
The soft rustling of ferns spiked my adrenaline.
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Next to a tree, beneath overhanging coco plums, a
single dying fern swayed above the dense shadows. I held
my breath, waiting nervously for signs of activity. Asha
cocked her head that way. Bix scratched and smelled an
armpit, oblivious to my apprehension.
Should we get away now?
Something slithered out from the camouflage of dead
ferns. A sinister smile stretched across his enormous face,
almost splitting it in two.
“We should run,” Asha said rather calmly.
Holding on to Bix, I grabbed Asha and splashed
through the wetland in the opposite direction. I glanced
over my shoulder and found that swamp thingy chasing us!
Incredibly faster and larger than a regular Burmese
python, he could easily swallow all three of us in one
bone-crunching gulp.
My inner guide said, Do not feed fear with more
negativity and doubt.
But I couldn’t help myself. With every second, panic
mounted.
The thrashing behind me edged closer, and my muscles
surged with energy. I started to hyperventilate.
The python grunted, moving faster.
Asha tilted her head and stared off to one side as if
mentally conversing with spirits. “Turn right,” she said.
I followed her direction, raced a few more yards, and
found safety. In the sawgrass marsh clearing, cordoned off
22
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by Father’s tough military officers, thirty or more soldiers
were exercising.
Normally you’d find me far from their training ground,
but now they were a blessing. A godsend even.
“Namaste,” I said. “Would it be okay to watch for a
few minutes?”
“Sure,” the drill sergeant said. “Anything for the king’s
eldest son.”
The soldiers doing push-ups drooled over Asha; at least
they ignored Bix.
As I stood beside the sergeant, I searched for the
python and found him forty feet away, ensconced in a
thicket, eyes glinting. A few minutes later, he swung his
head around and disappeared.
I exhaled with profound gratitude and inhaled with
intense nausea at the thought of almost being eaten. I’d
never seen anything like that monster. He would have
killed us if I hadn’t gone the right way. Just the thought of
that thing hiding in the bushes, ready to spring out, ready
to attack, made me sick.
“You’re embarrassing yourselves, Privates! I want to see
double time! Now!”
“Yes, sir! Yes, sir!”
“Thank you, Sergeant.” I grabbed Asha and set off.
Once we were far enough away, and when I couldn’t
hold it any longer, I threw up near a shrub.
23
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Bix slipped down my shoulder and into the dark green
pool at my feet. He stretched his arms and rubbed it all
over himself.
He beamed. “Nice. The acid cleaned all the crud off
me and in places I couldn’t reach. Thanks!”
I covered my mouth. That didn’t stop the projectile
vomit from gushing through my fingers.
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FIVE
Without Me

After wrecking Mr. Hansen’s funeral, I got
angry at God and even begged him to bring
Mr. Hansen back. But it was hopeless. I felt as
if plastic food wrap covered me like an unwanted leftover.
“Clinically depressed,” the doctor said.
I stayed in bed all day under the covers, avoiding
everyone. I didn’t read a book or go outside or play with
our pets. Xela, our AI, tried to cheer me up with more
than a hundred jokes. None worked, so I blocked her
from my bedroom and terrace for being annoying. I
knew Mr. Hansen wouldn’t like me staying sad, but I still
couldn’t shake off the heaviness.
Eventually my parents and friends poked holes in
the plastic of the depression, then ripped it apart. They
forced me to spend time in nature and with animals, to
volunteer at a foundation, to exercise at our gym, and to
take extra vitamins and minerals. All good stuff. Even
though I got better because of their efforts, as long as I
didn’t hear from Ellen, I couldn’t feel happy. Maybe after
some time passed, she and I could be friends again. Or so
my parents promised.
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After a couple of weeks, I called Ellen’s house and got
Mrs. Hansen.
“It’s okay, Ocean. It was just an accident. Of course we
forgive you. What’s over is over.”
She said we. Did that mean Ellen felt the same?
“Is Ellen available to talk?”
There was a brief pause, then dead air. She came back
on and said, “I’m sorry, Ocean, she’s ironing clothes.
She’ll call you when she’s free.”
“Okay. Please tell her I’m really sorry.”
“I will, Ocean. Goodbye.”
The call never came.
A few weeks later, I rode my bike to Ellen’s. As I held
Mom’s gift—raw spirulina cookies—I wondered if Ellen
was still mad at me. I hadn’t seen her since the funeral and
didn’t know what to expect.
Mrs. Hansen opened the door. “Hi, Ocean, how are
you doing?”
I almost didn’t recognize her. She looked like she hadn’t
eaten for weeks and had binge-watched her favorite show
without sleeping.
“I’m fine. I’m sorry again, Mrs. Hansen.”
“You don’t have to keep apologizing. Come on in. It’s
nice to see you.”
She gave me a sympathetic look, and I returned one of
my own. It must have been really hard for her.
“May I see Ellen? I brought her favorite cookies.”
“She’s cleaning the bathroom right now, and I know
28
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she’s swamped with homework. But I’ll see if she can stop
for a minute.” She moved to the stairs. “Nena. Ocean is
here. Can you come down for a few minutes, please?”
When no response came, she went upstairs.
The house—tidy except for the dining room table,
which held a laptop and stacks of paper—felt empty
without Mr. Hansen. He’d laughed a lot, the sound
booming throughout the house. I could almost see the
family playing video games together.
Upstairs, faint conversation turned into hushed arguing.
That could only mean one thing: Ellen didn’t want to see
me. Why couldn’t she say hello for one second? Was I that
horrible?
Mrs. Hansen came back downstairs, not looking
directly at me. “Sorry, Ocean. She’s up to her arms with
cleanser, then it’s homework. Poor Ellen works like a horse
doing all the chores around the house since I’ve had to
take on two jobs. Come back another time?”
“Okay. Could you please give her these cookies and let
her know I’m here for her?” I didn’t say another word. I
couldn’t let her see me cry.
“I will. Thank you, Ocean. That was thoughtful of you
and your mom. See you soon.”
After trying a few more times to see Ellen, I gave up.
She couldn’t or wouldn’t see me. Mom told me that every
single person reacts differently to trauma and stress. She
said to forget her for now and focus on my studies. Though
as hard as I tried, I couldn’t get her out of my mind.
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In the spring, two months after the funeral fiasco with
zero contact from Ellen, my parents thought it was the
perfect time for Ellen’s belated gift: the weekend trip to
the Everglades.
I didn’t want to go. I bet Ellen didn’t want to go.
Unfortunately, we both had to go.
We were also celebrating Mrs. Hansen’s new job at
L.O. Industries, a big corporation. Dad had set up the
interview because he knew them. He’d sold some top
secret inventions to that business. For some reason, Mom
didn’t like that company, but she was glad Mrs. Hansen
had a higher-paying job.
Just then, we pulled up to Ellen’s home, and my heart
performed plyometric jumps.
Mrs. Hansen waved and smiled as she came out while
Ellen frowned slightly.
Yep. She didn’t want to be here.
After Dad put their bags in the trunk, Mrs. Hansen
opened the car door and said hello to Mom. She also
nudged—maybe pushed—Ellen to sit in the middle next
to me while she sat by the window.
“Hi, Mrs. Hansen. Hi, Ellen,” I said.
“Hi everyone,” Ellen mumbled, not looking at me. She
made sure our legs didn’t touch.
Fine by me!
“Hello, Ocean. This tiny puppy is Nano, Ellen’s new
rescue. Isn’t he cute as a ribbon?” Mrs. Hansen rubbed the
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little head of a Chihuahua mix sitting on Ellen’s lap. His
straggly yet puffy white hair wiggled.
Nano wasn’t one of the three small dogs we’d selected
as a possibility on her birthday. She must have picked him
up recently—without me.
As I stared out the side window, I wished I had wings.
It must be nice to be a bird able to soar through the skies
and go wherever you want.
I loved the birds, squirrels, and rabbits that visited my
feeder as much as I loved my family’s rescue animals—all
being spoiled by my grandparents this weekend—but I’d
been looking forward to raising a dog with Ellen.
These new emotions stirring up inside me were
confusing. All I knew was that I hurt. I thought she knew
me. I’d done crazy stunts in the past, all meant to be
funny, or sometimes I’d messed up, like three years ago
when I dropped her birthday cake on myself and fell on
her presents. She forgave me. Why not now? I bet she
never saw me—the real me.
Maybe having the same interests didn’t matter, or
maybe she just didn’t like being with me anymore.
I tuned out of the scene, though I kept one ear alert for
any conversation about Ellen.
After driving for an hour on US 41, we were almost at
the tour. Our moms had chatted about all kinds of stuff.
They spoke mostly about their work. Mom mentioned
that I’d jumped another semester in homeschooling. Dad
revealed that I wrote songs of “love and heartbreak” for
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my band, which got him a glare from me. Why did he
have to say that?
According to Mrs. Hansen, Ellen barely had time for
schoolwork yet still made the honor roll. Not a surprise.
She was smart.
I unwrapped a raw nut bar and bit into it. Mom had
given us a handful in case we got hungry between meals
during the weekend.
An ibis skimmed next to my window, ogling my snack.
Cool. I recognized the curved orange beak on the white
body. They’d come to our yard at home, eating all the
grubs, acting as natural pesticides.
I slowly ate the last piece, and his eyes popped.
Slap! The ibis hit a Panther Crossing sign.
I glanced back to see if he was okay, but we were too far
gone. When I twisted back around, I accidentally bumped
into Ellen, knocking her feet from the center floor hump.
“Oops, sorry,” I said and grabbed Nano before he fell.
His tiny, soft body smelled of baby shampoo. Before I
could pet his cute round forehead, Ellen reached for him,
and when her hands brushed against mine, I let him go. I
felt shy for some reason. Even frowning, she looked pretty
in a ponytail, dressed in her jeans, T-shirt, and khaki
jacket.
Mom had made me a blue shirt using Dad’s 3D printer.
“To bring out your gorgeous eyes,” she’d said. Yeah, I
knew she was trying to make me feel confident. But then
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she also printed me sneakers with hook-and-loop fastener
tabs—no more tripping on shoelaces for me. That was a
big hint. I hadn’t worn sneakers like that since I was four.
Ellen leaned forward. “Mr. and Mrs. River, could we
just skip the tour and go to Everglades City? We’re not
prepared if something goes wrong on the airboat.”
She clutched her mom’s hand and hugged Nano with
her other arm. Her dad’s accident must have made her
more cautious and worried.
Imitating a trailer from a horror movie, sound effects
included, I said, “Braaam . . . Braaam . . . From the
producers who brought you Sweaty Eyebrows and the
Googly Eyes Are Watching trilogy comes an adventure into
the dark and scary world of giant pythons. Braaam . . .
Angry gators. Braaam . . . Hungry panthers—”
“Ocean.”
Mom had a hundred ways to say my name, and I knew
the meaning of each one.
“Don’t worry, be joyful,” Mrs. Hansen said.
Don’t worry, be happy? For some reason, Mom’s left
eye would twitch every time Mrs. Hansen changed a
cliché.
“We’ll be okay. It’s just a short, thirty-minute ride,”
Dad said. “Early tomorrow morning we’ll head back
here from the hotel for a swamp walk, then a nature
hike through the woods before we take a buggy to the
campground and stay overnight. The next day, we’re set
to go boating. It’ll be fun.”
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I smiled at Ellen and Nano. “That sounds like a blast.”
Ellen’s frown eased a tiny bit. Nano buried his face in
Ellen’s belly. Even if the weekend didn’t make us friends
again, we should definitely have a great time.
My parents had planned everything perfectly except
Dad thought Mom had made the reservation for the
airboat tour. Since Dad called last minute, all the tours
were fully booked, but one place was willing to take us on
a private airboat ride. After that, we’d still have enough
time to visit Everglades City before having dinner at a
nearby restaurant and checking in to the hotel.
“Bet your bottom penny we’ll have the best time,”
Mrs. Hansen said.
Mom’s eye twitched again.
We slowed behind a large beige car traveling at twenty
miles an hour in a fifty-five zone. Its right turn signal
blinked continuously, pointing toward the swamp.
Dad sped into the left lane to pass. In the car was an
elderly couple, so short we could barely see more than the
tops of their heads. The man wore an old-style hat; the
woman, a gray Halloweenish wig. From the front of their
car, I couldn’t see anyone. It was as if ghosts were driving
the car. Too funny.
“There’s the Lady Airboat Tours!” Mom yelled, making
us jump.
Dad swerved into the tour’s parking lot, nearly killing
a crow pecking on the ground. The crow fled to a tree
where he perched and cawed loudly at us. I wasn’t sure if
he was telling us off or warning us not to go on the tour.
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